Why does the hyperlink font size on a landing page differ from the paragraph font size?

Symptom

- Hyperlinks are a different font size from other text on CONTENTdm landing pages

Applies to

- CONTENTdm
- Website Configuration Tool

Resolution

Editing collection landing page text in the Website Configuration Tool to include hyperlinks requires the use of the Edit HTML Source button. The <a> element requires separate <span> to define the style as other than default. Example text might look something like the following:

```html
<p class="cdm_style"><span style="font-size: medium;">This is an example paragraph to demonstrate the following hyperlink: <a href="mailto:support@oclc.org"><span style="font-size: medium;"></span></a> contact us</span></p>
```

Now the paragraph can be closed.
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